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Movements that change the world.

Steve Addison will challenge participants to see the world 
through a Movements paradigm.

He will draw on twenty years of research and practice that 
led to his book Movements that Change the World.

He will share the key characteristics of dynamic movements: 
white-hot faith, commitment to a cause, contagious relationships, 
rapid mobilization and adaptive methods.

Steve Addison is a student and teacher of Movements that make 
history — how they emerge, how they grow and multiply, why they decline.

Steve Addison serves as Australian director 
of Church Resource Ministries. 

His calling is to spark church planting 
movements - everywhere.
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What others are saying...

A thoroughly readable description of the dynamics of missionary 
movements, as well as how to initiate, maintain, and extend them. 
Alan Hirsch Forge and Shapevine. Author of ‘!e Forgotten Ways’.

Steve identifies the core characteristics of movements 
in a way that enables all of us to understand.
Bob Roberts  Glocalnet. Author of ‘!e Multiplying Church’.

Steve casts a compelling future vision by tracing God’s discernible lessons 
demonstrated in movements. He taps into the heart hunger of the growing 
number of us that want to see God do something great.
Ed Stetzer  Missiologist and author of ‘Planting Missional Churches’
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New Zealand 2010
10:00am - 4:00pm

AUCKLAND - Feb 25  :  Life Church 60B Rockfi eld Rd Penrose
HAMILTON - Feb 26  :  Gateway Church 950 Victoria St. Hamilton
TAURANGA - Mar 2  :  Life Church 934 Cameron Rd Greerton
PALMERSTON NORTH - March 3  :  Life Church 590 Featherston St.  Palmerston Nth
CHRISTCHURCH - March 4  :  Riccarton Baptist Church Cnr Rattray and Peveral Sts Riccarton 

Cost: $50 (students $25)

More information:
Life Resources 

www.lr.org.nz  0800 895 172 

Come and hear Steve discuss ‘Movements that change the world’.
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Book
available now

for $19.95
plus pp from
Life Resources
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